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ABSTRACT. In this paper, we introduce a combinatorial algorithm for the message sched-
uling problem on Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) networks. In TDMA networks,
time is divided in to slots in which messages are scheduled. The total number of slots
required for all stations to broadcast without message collisions is called the frame length.
The objective is to provide a broadcast schedule of minimum frame length which also pro-
vides the maximum throughput. This problem is known to beNP-hard, thus efficient
heuristics are needed to provide solutions to real-world instances. We present a two-phase
algorithm which exploits the combinatorial structure of the problem in order to provide
high quality solutions. The first phase finds a feasible framelength in which the through-
put is maximized in phase two. Computational results are provided and compared with
other heuristics in the literature as well as to the optimal solutions found using a commer-
cial integer programming solver. Experiments on 63 benchmark instances show that the
proposed method is able to provide optimal frame lengths forall cases with near optimal
throughputs.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have become an important means of communication
in recent years. In these networks, a shared radio channel isused in conjunction with some
packet switching protocol to provide high-speed communication between many users. The
stations in the network act as transmitters and receivers, and are thus capable of utilizing
a multi-hop transmission procedure. The advantage of this is that several stations can be
used as relays to forward messages to the intended recipient, allowing for beyond line of
sight communication for stations that are geographically disbursed and potentially mobile
[3].

Mesh networks have increased in popularity in the recent years and the number of ap-
plications is steadily increasing [16]. As mentioned in [1], WMNs allow users to integrate
various networks, such as Wi-Fi, the internet and cellular systems. WMNs can also be
utilized in a military setting in which tactical datalinks network various communication,
intelligence, and weapon systems allowing for streamlinedcommunication between sev-
eral different entities. For a survey of wireless mesh networks, the reader is referred to
[1].

In WMNs, the critical problem involves efficiently utilizing the available bandwidth
to provide collision free message transmissions. Unfettered transmission by the network
stations over the shared channel will lead to message collisions. Therefore, some medium
access control (MAC) scheme should be employed to schedule message transmissions so
that collisions are prevented. The time division multiple access (TDMA) protocol is a
MAC scheme introduced by Kleinrock in 1987 which was shown toprovide collision free
broadcast schedules [11]. In a TDMA network, time is dividedinto frames with each frame
consisting of a number of unit length slots in which the messages are scheduled. Stations
scheduled in the same slot broadcast simultaneously. Thus,the goal is to schedule as many
stations as possible in the same slot so long as there are no message collisions.
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When considering the message scheduling problem on TDMA networks, there are two
optimization problems which must be addressed [21]. The first involves finding the min-
imum frame length, or the number of slots required to schedule all stations at least once.
The second problem is that of maximizing the number of stations scheduled within each
slot, thus maximizing the throughput. Both of these problems however, are known to be
NP-hard [3]. Thus, efficient heuristics are needed to quickly provide high quality solu-
tions to real-world instances.

In this paper, we introduce a new heuristic which exploits the combinatorial nature of
the problem to provide good solutions for the message scheduling problem. The method
first computes a feasible frame length and then attempts to maximize the throughput within
the frame. The organization of the paper is as follows. In thenext section we formally
define the message scheduling problem on TDMA networks. Using a graph theoretical
description, we are then able to design a heuristic for quickly providing excellent broadcast
schedules. In Section 4, we provide computational results on over 60 benchmark instances
comparing the proposed method to several heuristics from the literature. We also compare
our solutions to the optimal solutions found using Xpress-MP R© by Dash Optimization
[10]. Conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

A TDMA network can be conveniently described as a graphG = (V, E) where the ver-
tex setV represents the stations and the set of edgesE represents the set of communication
links between adjacent stations. There are two types of message collisions which must be
avoided when scheduling in TDMA networks. The first, called adirect collision occurs
betweenone-hop neighboring stations, or those stationsi, j ∈ V such that(i, j) ∈ E.
One-hop neighbors which broadcast during the same slot cause a direct collision. Further,
if (i, j) 6∈ E, but (i, k) ∈ E and(j, k) ∈ E, theni andj are calledtwo-hop neighbors.
Two-hop neighbors transmitting in the same slot cause a hidden collision [3].

Assume that there areM slots per frame. Further, assume that packets sent at the
beginning of each time slot and are received in the same slot in which they are sent. Let
x : M × V → {0, 1}, be a function where

xmn =

{

1, if stationn scheduled in slotm,

0, otherwise.
(1)

Also, let c : E → {0, 1} return 1 if i andj are one-hop neighbors, i.e., if(i, j) ∈ E and
i 6= j.

As mentioned above, there are two problems which have to be solved in order to obtain
optimal broadcast schedules using the TDMA protocol. The first is theFRAME LENGTH

MINIMIZATION PROBLEM (FLMP) and the second is theTHROUGHPUT MAXIMIZATION

PROBLEM (TMP). Using the aforementioned definitions and assumptions, wecan now
formulate theMESSAGE SCHEDULING PROBLEM ONTDMA NETWORKS (MSP-TDMA )
as the following multiobjective optimization problem:

Minimize M

Maximize
M
∑

i=1

|V |
∑

j=1

xij
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subject to:

M
∑

m=1

xmn ≥ 1, ∀ n ∈ V, (2)

cij + xmi + xmj ≤ 2, ∀ i, j ∈ V, i 6= j, m = 1, . . . , M, (3)

cikxmi + ckjxmj ≤ 1, ∀ i, j, k ∈ V, i 6= j, j 6= k, k 6= i, m = 1, . . . , M, (4)

xmn ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ n ∈ V, m = 1, . . . , M, (5)

M ∈ Z
+. (6)

The objective provides a minimum frame length with maximum bandwidth utilization,
while constraint (2) ensures that all stations broadcast atleast once. Constraints (3) and (4)
prevent direct and hidden collisions, respectively. We note here that will not be attempting
to solve this problem by using the typical multiobjective optimization approach, in which
one combines the multiple objectives into one scalar objective whose optimal value is a
Pareto optimal solution to the original problem. Instead wewill decouple the objectives
and handle each independently. This is done because for theMSP-TDMA , frame length
minimization usually takes precedence over the utilization maximization problem. This is
the usual modus operandi used by other heuristics in the literature [19, 21, 18].

Suppose that we relax theMSP-TDMA and only the consider the first objective function.
This is referred to as theFRAME LENGTH MINIMIZATION PROBLEM (FLMP) and is given
by the following integer program:min{M : (2)−(6)}. Clearly any feasible solution to this
problem is feasible forBSP-TDMA . Now, consider a graphG′ = (V, E′) whereV follows
from the original communication graphG, but whose edge set is given byE′ = E ∪
{(i, j) : i, j are two-hop neighbors}. Then using this augmented graph, we can formulate
the following theorem.

Theorem 1. TheFRAME LENGTH MINIMIZATION PROBLEM onG = (V, E) is equivalent
to finding an optimal coloring of the vertices ofG′(V, E′).

Proof. Recall that in order for a message schedule to be feasible, all stations must broadcast
at least once and no collisions occur, either hidden or direct. Notice now thatE′ contains
both one-hop and two-hop neighbors, and in any feasible solution, neither of these can
transmit in the same slot. Thus, there is a one-to-one correlation between time slots inG
and vertex colors inG′. Hence, a minimum coloring of the vertices ofG′ provides the
minimum required slots needed for a collision free broadcast schedule onG. �

After one has successfully solved theFLMP yielding an optimal frame lengthM∗, then
theTHROUGHPUT MAXIMIZATION PROBLEM (TMP) given as followsmax{

∑M∗

i=1

∑|V |
j=1

xij :

(2) − (6)} can be solved, whereM is replaced byM∗ in (2) − (6). It turns out that both
the FLMP and theTMP have been shown to beNP-hard [3, 5]. Thus it is unlikely that a
polynomial algorithm exists for finding the optimal broadcast schedule [6]. It is interesting
to note however, that if we ignore constraint (4) which prevents two-hop neighbors from
transmitting simultaneously, then the resulting problem is in P , and a polynomial time
algorithm is provided in [7].

3. COMBINATORIAL ALGORITHM FOR TDMA M ESSAGESCHEDULING

The inherent intractability of the problem motivates the need for efficient heuristics to
quickly provide good solutions for non-trivial instances.In this section, we describe a
new algorithm for theMESSAGE SCHEDULING PROBLEM INTDMA NETWORKS. Our
heuristic is a two-phase iterative procedure for which pseudocode is provided in Fig-
ure 1. First, we concentrate primarily on the frame length minimization portion of the
MSP-TDMA by using a greedy heuristic for graph coloring which computes near optimal
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solutions for theFLMP. Since this solution will only have each station transmitting ex-
actly once, a local improvement method is then applied whichattempts to maximize the
throughput within the derived frame length. To increase theefficiency of the procedure,
the BurstMaximization procedure is only entered if the current frame lengthM is as
least as small as the current best valueM∗. After some specified number of iterations, the
algorithm terminates returning the best overall solution,which consists of the frame length
M∗, the total number of burstsX∗, and the schedule of slot assignmentsV ∗.

procedure ComAlgBSP(G′)
 M∗ ← |V |
 X∗ ← 0
 for i = 1 to MaxIter do
 M ← SlotMinimization(G′, α, SlotIter)
 if M ≤M∗ then
 M∗ ←M
 X ← BurstMaximization(G′, M∗, V ∗)
 end
 if X ≥ X∗ then
 X∗ ← X
 end
 end
 return (M∗, X∗, V ∗)
end procedure ComAlgBSP

FIGURE 1. Pseudocode of the proposed heuristic forBSP-TDMA .

3.1. Frame Length Minimization. For the first phase of the algorithm, we apply a greedy
construction heuristic to determine the value forM , the number of time slots required for
all stations to transmit. As a result of Theorem 1, the methodis based on the construction
phase of the Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) [17] for coloring
sparse graphs proposed by Laguna and Martı́ in [13]. This particular method was chosen
because it is able to quickly provide excellent solutions for the frame length. That being
said, any other coloring heuristic would work fine for the frame length minimization phase.
In fact, in [21] a method based on Sequential Vertex Coloringwas used to determine the
value ofM . However, the randomized approach of the chosen method allows us to explore
the search space more thoroughly and provides several feasible solutions to work with in
the throughput maximization phase. This is because different optimal colorings will yield
different solutions in the second phase. Furthermore sincesparse graphs usually contain
an exponential number of optimal colorings [12], the chosenmethod leads to a variety of
solutions to explore in phase two. Pseudocode for this routine is given in Figure 2.

Our implementation of the frame length minimization heuristic is exactly as described
in [13]. The procedure takes the augmented graphG′, a proportional parameterα, and a
valueSlotIter as input and creates an initial broadcast schedule one slot at a time. The
valueα ∈ [0, 1] determines the amount of randomness, or conversely greediness that the
procedure uses.SlotIter is the number of candidate schedules for a particular slot from
which the best is chosen.

Initially, the frame lengthM is initialized to0 andV ′, the set of unscheduled stations
is initialized toV . The initial schedule is created in thewhile loop from lines3 − 27.
After incrementing the frame length, thefor loop from lines6 − 25 is entered. In this
loop, SlotIter candidate schedules are created for the current slotVM . First V̂ , the
set of admissible unscheduled stations is initialized toV ′ andU , the set of inadmissible
scheduled vertices is initialized to the empty set.S, the set of stations scheduled in the
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procedure SlotMinimization(G′, α, SlotIter)
 M ← 0
 V ′ ← V
 while V ′ 6= ∅ do
 M ←M + 1
 Ecount←∞
 for j = 1 to SlotIter do
 V̂ ← V ′, U ← ∅, S ← ∅

 while V̂ 6= ∅ do
 if U = ∅ then
 RCL← {(1− α)100% stations of max degree in̂V }
 else
 RCL← {(1− α)100% stations of max degree in̂V ∩ U}
 end if
 s← randSelect(RCL)
 S ← S ∪ {s}
 N(s)← {w|(s, w) ∈ E′}

 V̂ ← V̂ /
�
{s} ∪N(s)

�
 U ← U ∪N(s)
 end while
 E∗ ← {(u, v) ∈ E′|u, v ∈ V ′/S}
 if |E∗| < Ecount then
 Vi ← S
 Ecount← |E∗|
 end if
 end for
 V ′ ← V ′/Vi

 end while
 return

�
M, V ∗ = {V1, V2, . . . , VM}

�
end procedure SlotMinimization

FIGURE 2. Greedy randomized heuristic for frame length minimization [13].

current slot, is also set to∅. From lines9− 11 a so-called Restricted Candidate List (RCL)
is constructed and contains the(1 − α)100% admissible stations of maximum degree. It
is now clear how the particular value ofα controls the amount of randomness that is used
by the algorithm. A value ofα = 0 would result in a simple random search, whileα = 1
would yield a pure greedy search [15]. After the construction of the RCL, an elements ∈
RCL is chosen at random and scheduled in the current slot in line15. The setŝV andU are
updated and the loop continues. After the slot capacity is maximal, the setE∗ is computed
which contains the set of edges remaining in the graph induced by the yet unscheduled
stations. If|E∗| is less than the current minimum valueEcount, then the current candidate
slot schedule is saved inVM in line 22. In line 26 afterSlotIter samples, the best slot
schedule is removed from the graph and the main loop repeats [13]. Finally, the frame
lengthM and the final slot scheduleV ∗ = {V1, V2, . . . , VM} are returned to the main
procedure.

The result of this procedure is a feasible solution forMSP-TDMA in which each station
is scheduled to broadcast in exactly one slot during the frame. This follows directly from
the result proven in Theorem 1. For a discussion of the computational complexity of the
proposed procedure, the reader is referred to [13].

3.2. Throughput Maximization Phase. The second phase of the proposed method at-
tempts to maximize the throughput beginning with the feasible solution found in the frame
length minimization phase. Clearly, the solution from the first phase will not provide an
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procedure BurstMaximization(G′, M∗, V ∗)
 X ← |V |
 for i = 1 to M do
 T ← V
 while T 6= ∅ do
 T ← {v|v 6∈ Vi and∀ s ∈ Vi, (v, s) 6∈ E′}
 s← randSelect(T )
 Vi ← Vi ∪ {s}
 X ← X + 1
 end while
 end for
 return

�
X, V ∗ = {V1, V2, . . . , VM}

�
end procedure BurstMaximization

FIGURE 3. Throughput maximization pseudocode.

optimal throughput in general, because each station will only be scheduled to transmit once
in the frame. Therefore, we use a randomized local improvement method to schedule each
station as many times as possible in the frame.

Pseudocode for the throughput maximization heuristic is provided in Figure 3, and the
method proceeds as follows. Since each station is only scheduled once, the total number
of bursts,X is set to|V |. The main loop from lines2 − 10 locally optimizes each slot in
the frame. First, the set of stations which can transmit along with those stations already
scheduled in the current slot, namelyT is initialized toV . T is then updated and contains
those stationsv which are not already scheduled in the current slot and are not adjacent
to any stations which is scheduled in the current slot. An element ofT is then selected
randomly and added to the current slot. In line 8 the total number of bursts is incremented,
and the loop repeats. The method proceeds to the next slot when there are no stations
which can transmit with those currently scheduled, i.e., whenT = ∅. The method returns
the total number of bursts,X and the updated broadcast scheduleV ∗ in line 11.

4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The proposed heuristic was coded in theC++ programming language and compiled us-
ing MicrosoftR© Visual C++ 6.0. The test machine was a PC equipped with a 1700MHz
Intel R© PentiumR© M processor and 1GB of RAM operating under the MicrosoftR© WindowsR©

XP environment. The heuristic was tested on three classicalinstances as well as a set of
60 random unit disk graphs [2] with varying densities, 20 graphs each having 50, 75, and
100 nodes. The graphs are those which were used by Butenko et al. in a prior MSP-TDMA

study [3, 4].
We compared our results to those found by several heuristicsfrom the literature, all of

which were tested on the same PC described above. As for the parameters of our method,
α was set to0.1 andSlotIter to 5. In addition, we have implemented the integer pro-
gramming (IP) model for theTHROUGHPUT MAXIMIZATION PROBLEM using the Xpress-
MPTM optimization suite from Dash Optimization [10]. Xpress-MPcontains an imple-
mentation of the simplex method [8], and uses a branch and bound algorithm [20] together
with advanced cutting-plane techniques [9, 14]. Thus not only are we able to compare our
heuristic to those in the literature, but we can also see how the heuristics compare with the
optimal solutions.

Though finding the optimal frame length isNP-hard, we can use the IP model for the
TMP to confirm whether a frame length is optimal or not. Consider an instance ofMSP-
TDMA and letM∗ be the optimal frame length. Then if we setM = M∗ − 1 in the
integer programming model for theTMP, the resulting IP will be not yield any feasible
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(c)

FIGURE 4. (a) 15 station network. (b) 30 station network. (c) 40 station network.

integer solutions. In fact, the linear programming relaxation could also be infeasible; thus
implying the particular instance of theTMP is also infeasible. The proposed heuristic was
first tested using three examples first introduced by Wang et al. in [19] which have become
the de facto test cases for TDMA broadcast scheduling algorithms. These examples include
networks of varying densities with 15, 30, and 40 stations. The graphs of the networks can
be seen in Figure 4.
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Stations Optimal Soln ComAlg GRASP HNN-GA MFA SVC
15 (20,8) (20,8) (20,8) (20,8) (18,8) (18,8)
30 (36,10) (36,10) (36,10) (35,10) (39,12) (37,11)
40 (69,8) (69,8) (65,8) (67,8) (71,9) (60,8)

TABLE 1. Comparison of solutions for the benchmark instances from[19].

Table 1 provides the optimal solutions for the three aforementioned networks as well
as the heuristic solutions found by our combinatorial algorithm (ComAlg), the GRASP
from [3], the Mixed Neural-Genetic Algorithm (HNN-GA) proposed in [18], the Mean
Field Annealing (MFA) method from Wang and Ansari [19], and the Sequential Vertex
Coloring (SVC) heuristic from [21]. The solutions are reported as(X, M). Notice that the
proposed algorithm found the optimal solution for each of the three instances. The average
computation time required for these instances by our methodwas 1.375s. The average
time required by Xpress-MP to compute the optimal solutionswas3411.4 seconds, with
the30 station network taking10212 seconds. Next, in order to test the scalability of the
new method and evaluate its performance for general networks, we tested the algorithms
on the60 random graphs from [3].

The comparative results of the proposed algorithm against the best solutions computed
by Xpress-MP after3600 seconds, as well as the aforementioned heuristics1 on the 50
station graphs from [3] are given in Table 2. The first column represents the instance name
followed by the density of the graphG′. Notice that the solutions from the new method
(ComAlg) are at least as good as any other heuristic for all ofthese instances. Specifically,
the new method provides better solutions for15 of the20 instances. The asterisk implies
that the reported solution is optimal. For these instances,the new algorithm found optimal
solutions for40% of the test cases. The average frame utilization is also reported at the
bottom of the table. The utilizationρ, provides a measure of the efficiency of a broadcast
schedule and is computed as follows

ρ =
X

M · |V |
. (7)

We see that for the50 station networks, the proposed algorithm has an average channel
utilization that is10.96% greater than the other heuristics. The average optimality gap for
the throughput maximization phase was1.921%. The average computation time for our
algorithm on these instances was2.8 seconds.

The comparative solutions for the75 station networks are given in Table 3. Notice that
our method outperforms the other heuristics in the literature on every instance. For these
networks, the proposed algorithm has an average channel utilization that is8.66% greater
than the other methods. The heuristic required on average6.62 seconds to find the target
solution, and as with the50 station networks, optimal frame lengths are achieved for all
instances. Furthermore, the solutions from our method are always within10% of optimal
solutions, with an average gap of5.8%.

Finally, the solutions for the100 station networks are given in Table 4. Once more, the
new algorithm finds solutions which are superior to the otherheuristics for each instance.
The utilization was an average of10.17% higher than the other algorithms. The average
computation time was12.17 seconds, with reported gaps of less than10% of the best
solution found by Xpress-MP after3600 seconds. Notice also that Xpress-MP was unable
to compute a solution superior to the proposed heuristic for100r50i3 and100r50i6.

1The MFA algorithm of [19] was not available to the authors fortesting.
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Instance Density Xpress-MP ComAlg GRASP HNN-GA SVC
50r20i6 0.1136 (146,10) (145,10) (143,10) (145,10) (111,10)
50r20i2 0.0824 (86,6) (86,6)∗ (84,6) (86,6)∗ (82,6)
50r20i3 0.1040 (85,6) (85,6)∗ (83,6) (85,6)∗ (60,7)
50r20i7 0.0872 (90,6) (89,6) (87,6) (89,6) (52,6)
50r20i5 0.0968 (107,7) (107,7)∗ (107,7)∗ (105,7) (64,8)
50r30i1 0.1728 (78,8) (76,8) (74,8) (75,8) (54,9)
50r30i2 0.2122 (77,9) (75,9) (81,10) (70,9) (73,10)
50r30i3 0.1960 (84,9) (84,9)∗ (78,9) (78,9) (78,10)
50r30i4 0.2048 (74,8)† (71,8) (67,8) (67,8) (60,10)
50r30i5 0.2096 (82,9) (79,9) (76,9) (84,10) (89,11)
50r40i1 0.3048 (76,12) (74,12) (73,12) (71,12) (58,14)
50r40i2 0.3680 (83,14)† (80,14) (77,14) (77,14) (83,16)
50r40i3 0.3408 (76,12)† (76,12)∗ (80,13) (77,13) (56,15)
50r40i4 0.3712 (81,15) (81,15)∗ (80,15) (76,15) (81,17)
50r40i5 0.3208 (71,12) (70,12) (67,12) (65,12) (55,14)
50r50i1 0.4280 (72,17) (72,17)∗ (71,17) (75,18) (61,19)
50r50i2 0.4640 (61,15)† (61,15)† (65,16) (68,17) (55,17)
50r50i3 0.4480 (66.15)† (66,15)† (64,15) (65,16) (56,17)
50r50i4 0.4376 (70,15) (70,15)∗ (72,16) (72,16) (79,18)
50r50i5 0.4088 (55,14)† (55,14)† (58,15) (56,15) (61,18)

Avg Soln 0.2603 (80.1,10.95) (80.1,10.95) (79.35,11.2) (79.3,11.35) (68.4,12.6)
Avg Util – 0.1463 0.1463 0.1417 0.1397 0.1086

TABLE 2. Comparison of optimal and heuristic solutions for graphs with |V | =
50 stations. An∗ indicates that the solution is optimal, while a† indicates the
solution is the best found by Xpress-MP after3600s. Solutions are reported as
(X, M).

Each of these instances were ran for10000 seconds and Xpress was unable to compute a
feasible solution in the frame length achieved by our method.

Experimental analysis shows that our algorithm is superiorto the other heuristics in the
literature. For all 63 instances tested, the method found solutions at least as good as any of
the other algorithms from the literature for all of the networks, outperforming them on56
cases. Also, we see that attempting to solve large-scale instances optimally is impractical.
However, our heuristic required only7.49 seconds on average to find solutions that are
within 4.18% of the average best solution found by the commercial IP solver in 3600
seconds.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described and implemented a new heuristic for theMESSAGE SCHED-
ULING PROBLEM ON TDMA NETWORKS. TheMSP-TDMA is an important problem that
occurs in wireless mesh networks regarding efficiently scheduling collision free broadcasts
for the network stations. The objective of theMSP-TDMA is two-fold. First, the number
of slots required to schedule all stations is minimized. Then the throughput is to be max-
imized by scheduling as many stations as possible with the determined frame length. The
algorithm exploits the combinatorial structure of the problem in order to quickly find high-
quality solutions.

The proposed algorithm is executed in two phases, each handling one of the objectives
in the IP formulation. The first phase finds a minimal feasibleframe length, and the second
phase maximizes the throughput within this frame. Experimental results indicate that our
heuristic outperforms several other methods from the literature. In addition, the method is
robust in that it is able to find good solutions for a wide variety of instances. The efficiency
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Instance Density Xpress-MP ComAlg GRASP HNN-GA SVC
75r20i1 0.0988 (145,8) (139,8) (135,8) (136,8) (161,10)
75r20i2 0.1038 (122,8)† (119,8) (113,8) (112,8) (79,10)
75r20i3 0.1159 (113,7)† (108,7) (139,9) (121,8) (150,10)
75r20i4 0.0946 (116,7) (114,7) (109,7) (111,7) (84,8)
75r20i5 0.0988 (145,8) (138,8) (131,8) (135,8) (161,10)
75r30i1 0.1927 (114,12) (110,12) (117,13) (117,13) (91,13)
75r30i2 0.1867 (110,11) (105,11) (109,12) (101,11) (94,12)
75r30i3 0.2190 (140,15) (133,15) (132,15) (132,15) (81,17)
75r30i4 0.2009 (142,13)† (133,13) (127,13) (128,13) (144,15)
75r30i5 0.1927 (119,12)† (111,12) (106,12) (108,12) (89,12)
75r40i1 0.3328 (105,17)† (103,17) (104,18) (113,19) (79,20)
75r40i2 0.2980 (108,16)† (106,16) (109,17) (115,18) (86,19)
75r40i3 0.3403 (112,19)† (109,19) (105,19) (103,19) (87,20)
75r40i4 0.3492 (126,20)† (118,20) (124,21) (119,21) (79,24)
75r40i5 0.3143 (104,16)† (97,16) (100,17) (109,18) (114,20)
75r50i1 0.4587 (110,23)† (106,23) (107,24) (108,25) (123,29)
75r50i2 0.4622 (102,23)† (97,23) (99,24) (104,25) (108,27)
75r50i3 0.4807 (106,24)† (102,24) (104,25) (111,27) (114,29)
75r50i4 0.4750 (121,26)† (115,26) (112,26) (110,26) (102,28)
75r50i5 0.5088 (106,25)† (104,25) (111,27) (107,27) (106,28)

Avg Soln 0.2686 (118.45,15.5) (113.25,15.5) (114.65,16.15) (115,16.4) (106.6,18.05)
Avg Util – 0.1019 0.0974 0.0947 0.0935 0.0787

TABLE 3. Comparison of optimal solver and heuristic solutions for the75 sta-
tion networks.

Instance Density Xpress-MP ComAlg GRASP HNN-GA SVC
100r20i1 0.1006 (204,11)† (184,11) (179,11) (181,11) (110,11)
100r20i2 0.1028 (168,9)† (159,9) (169,10) (149,9) (131,11)
100r20i3 0.1138 (208,12)† (187,12) (177,12) (182,12) (101,14)
100r20i4 0.0992 (172,9) (160,9) (171,10) (153,9) (161,10)
100r20i5 0.1028 (183,10)† (170,10) (183,11) (164,10) (150,12)
100r30i1 0.1942 (138,14)† (132,14) (148,16) (137,15) (119,16)
100r30i2 0.1956 (158,15)† (147,15) 1 (152,16) (135,15) (145,17)
100r30i3 0.2270 (168,16)† (157,16) (164,18) (159,17) (138,18)
100r30i4 0.2172 (156,16)† (143,16) (140,17) (137,16) (102,17)
100r30i5 0.2088 (139,14)† (130,14) (151,17) (132,16) (150,17)
100r40i1 0.3552 (103,21)† (121,21) (136,24) (141,25) (142,26)
100r40i2 0.3300 (157,23)† (145,23) (149,24) (145,24) (141,25)
100r40i3 0.3480 (192,28)† (183,28) (178,28) (171,28) (115,31)
100r40i4 0.3164 (168,24)† (156,24) (148,24) (143,24) (153,26)
100r40i5 0.3178 (151,22)† (141,22) (149,24) (147,24) (134,25)
100r50i1 0.4826 (130,29)† (127,29) (142,33) (146,34) (104,36)
100r50i2 0.4604 (142,32)† (138,32) (137,32) (145,34) (148,36)
100r50i3 0.5076 (109,35)† (148,34) (149,35) (147,36) (138,38)
100r50i4 0.4690 (129,30)† (125,30) (128,32) (133,33) (126,33)
100r50i6 0.5012 (145,32)† (129,30) (149,34) (150,35) (125,35)
Avg Soln 0.2825 (156, 20.57) (149.1,19.95) (155.95,21.4) (150.3,21.35) (131.65,22.7)
Avg Util – 0.0758 0.0747 0.0729 0.0704 0.0580

TABLE 4. Comparison of optimal solver and heuristic solutions for networks
with |V | = 100 stations.

of the method is demonstrated by comparing the run times to that required by a commercial
integer programming solver.
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